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I am using an Inspiron 1525 with iDeneb v1.3.10.55 MAC iDeneb and a GeForce 7150 GS
(with Compiz) running Intel / AMD both 32 bit. I have used these methods with other
versions of iDeneb and virtual box, and they have worked fine. When I use the Install
option, I get to the screen that says, "Please restart your computer to complete the

installation". When I do, I get dropped into the EFI shell. I can ping everything, download a
file, and everything seems fine. I can not use the mouse or keyboard to get out of the

shell. I was trying to create an OS X iso for the Mac running on this PC, however I need to
reinstall my Mac so I can test this out. During installation, when it asks to select an OS to

install, the IDeneb will not let me select either Windows or Windows for Mac OS X.
Anyway, all of that aside, I did receive a mac install iso on the forum, so I downloaded the

iDeneb 10.5.7 ISO from a Windows machine, and used VMware to flash the Virtual
Machine. If anyone has any problems getting the package on the Mac or windows

machine, I would be more than happy to help. Hi Jonhny, That is strange that iDeneb
V1.3.10.55, Intel/AMD(both i386) PPFS.ISO is failing to boot a triple boot system of
Vista/iDeneb/Kubuntu for you. Do you have iDeneb V1.3.10.55 yet? If so, please try

downgrading to V1.3.10.54. If you can boot it on your triple boot system using V1.3.10.54,
then there is nothing to worry about. If you are already downgrading, I would suggest you
back up your PC. Restore the backup on V1.3.10.54, and try to re-install it. Please post the

logs of your machine failing to boot if you can. I may be able to find a solution from the
logs.
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after installation, at the boot: prompt,
select ideneb from the boot menu (you
can remove the ideneb cd from your
drive). when you see the apple-style

startup screen, you are now running the
mac os x operating system. a greate

feature is added to the internal
penultimate graphical interface. the main
menu is modified, you can now access to

the dock (or not) and you have the
possibility to edit the advanced features.
if you want to read more about it you can

ask in the forum here (in
english).regards, there is no penultimate
desktop in vista. if you want to have the
penultimate desktop you can find it in
the.. folder of the pendrive or in the
documents. that is the same as the

windows 7 penultimate desktop. the most
important feature is added to the

penultimate software: canine. this is the
must have for virtually all users. it

integrates with the penguin to
automatically scan your hard drive for

viruses. the main screen is modified also.
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if you want to read more about it you can
ask in the forum here (in english).since
this software is opened we are not sure

that it is allowed for windows. if you don't
agree, if you find any problem, sebastian,
thanks for the first release of ideneb 1.5. i

tried to use it, but after entering the
parallel universe it gets stuck on the first

menu and does not move on, neither
does the installer do anything. i had to

boot into osx to use osx disc recovery to
repair the install. do you have any idea

what i could have done wrong? are there
any known compatibility issues with osx

10.7? thanks pavia 5ec8ef588b
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